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WELCOME TO THE LEITH AGENCY’S FIRST
BOLD QUARTERLY.

 
AT LEITH, BOLD IDEAS THAT WORK ARE

THE KIND OF IDEAS THAT WE STRIVE 
TO CREATE EVERY DAY.

TO CREATE BOLD IDEAS,
YOU NEED BOLD THINKING.

OVER THE FOLLOWING PAGES YOU’LL 
SEE SOME OF THAT THINKING, WRITTEN 
BY STAFF FROM ACROSS THE AGENCY.

IT’S THOUGHT PROVOKING. IT’S INSIGHTFUL.
EVEN BETTER, IT’S FREE.

WE HOPE YOU ENJOY. 

AND ON THE OFF CHANCE YOU’RE LOOKING  
FOR SOME BOLD WORK YOURSELF, MAY WE  

BE SO BOLD AS TO POINT YOU IN THE 
DIRECTION OF OUR CONTACT DETAILS.

ed.brooke@leith.co.uk
0131 561 8600

DECIDING WHICH MUSCLE TO MOVE

In the wake of #TheDress,
Thea McGovern talks behaviour change, and the difference 

between generating attention and generating action.

FIGHT THE FLAB

The indulgence of advertising and why
often saying less is best, by Ed Brooke.

HOW DO YOU SELL A NATION BRAND?

Brian Coane considers what selling Scotland tells us about 
whether the heart or the head is most influential.

TALKING TO GENERATION ‘ME’

How do you advertise to Millennials when all they  
care about is themselves? by George Gunn.
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Colin Montgomery gets to the heart of 
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(THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
AWARENESS AND ACTION)

As PR coups go —applying #TheDress  
to the issue of domestic violence has been  
gold dust for the Salvation Army.

Their image of a bruised woman under the 
headline “Why is it so hard to see black and 
blue?” has made more noise than every Sally 
Army brass band in the world put together.

And the word in every journalist’s headline: 
“powerful”.

But was it? Really?

Smartly opportunistic and nimbly executed  
in 24 hours? Undoubtedly. Hats off to them.

A great global name-check for the Salvation Army 
and South African agency Ireland/Davenport?  
Hell yes.
But ‘powerful’?

To me ‘powerful’ implies muscle.
The muscle to move something.
The muscle to change something.

Behavioural economics tells us that when 
something can be readily recalled (what the 
boffins call the ‘availability heuristic’) —we tend 
to see it as more important than other, less readily 
recalled alternatives. So if you lined-up ten 
charity donation buckets this week, then maybe 
the Salvation Army and other domestic violence 
charities would fare better than they would have 
done before #TheDress. Perhaps that’s why  
The Guardian has been speculating on whether 
social meme shock tactics are the future of 
charity marketing.

But for all its clever appropriation and
‘awareness raising’—the over-riding question 
I was left with after seeing the Salvation Army 
image was “Now what?”

“The Dress returns in powerful 
campaign against domestic violence

for Salvation Army”
(The Independent)

“Salvation Army draw widespread 
acclaim for ‘powerful’ anti-domestic 
abuse advert featuring THAT dress”

(Mail Online)

“White and Gold Dress: Salvation 
Army launches powerful campaign  

against domestic violence using 
‘that dress’”

(Mirror)

In the wake of 
#TheDress, 
Leith planner 
Thea McGovern 
talks behaviour 
change, and the 
difference beween 
generating 
attention and 
generating action.
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Like much of the best advice —it sounds simple 
but it’s often difficult to do well in practice.

Too many briefs still groan under the weight  
of multiple ‘desired outcomes’.

Or slide greasily through your fingers with vague 
talk of ‘strengthening engagement’ and ‘building 
connection’, (whatever the hell they are).

I call these the ‘Finding Nemo’ briefs because 
they remind me of the closing scene where 
the dentist’s fish finally execute their daring, 
complex, genius plan to escape the tank, only  
to find themselves bobbing on the ocean trapped 
inside plastic bags asking…

Leith’s campaign for organ donation took Mark 
Lund’s idea of asking “which muscle do we want 
people to use?” and developed this a stage further 
asking, “when do we want them to do it?” too.

The campaign objective was to encourage  
people to tell their loved ones their organ donor 
wishes (because families are twice as likely to 
say ‘yes’ to donating your organs if they know 
your wishes).

The media strategy targeted TV programmes 
which people watch in company or as families, 
and the TV advert gave up ten seconds of 
precious air time to allow people to have  
a ‘wee chat’ right then and there on the sofa.

A very different approach to helping people 
take the action, comes from the Leith Links 
experiential team and their field marketing 
activity to encourage people to take part in  
bowel cancer screening.

(If you don’t know, the bowel cancer screening 
test is posted out to all 50-74 year olds in 
Scotland and it involves people taking samples 
of their poo, from three different bowel 
movements.)

Research showed that one barrier to people 
completing the test was uncertainty about  
the best way to store the test kit discreetly  
and hygienically in betwen screenings.

So the Leith Links experiential team developed 
fake books, which could be used to hide the 
test in the bathroom between samples. The fake 
books were distributed at bowel cancer roadshow 
activity and are now being piloted for use by  
18 GP practices across Scotland as a practical 
way of creating behaviour change.
 
Appropriating #TheDress was a brilliant bit  
of awareness raising for the Salvation Army—  
and if it turns out to help fund their valuable 
work, then that’s great.

But what their ‘black and blue’ image shows  
us is that you can be as opportunistic, agile and  
meme-savvy as you like—but if you haven’t 
worked out what muscle you want people to 
move, you shouldn’t be surprised if people are 
left asking the question: “Now what?”

Often the call to action gets bolted on at the end 
of an ad, relegated to its own endframe. In Leith’s 
2008 Fire Safety advert we deliberately made 
the action the hero of the advert. The advert uses 
reverse footage of a terrifying house fire, tracing 
it back to a split second decision to switch the 
washing machine on before the family goes  
to bed.

This storytelling construct contrasts the terrifying 
outcome, with the tiny split second action —
imprinting the image of the finger hovering over 
the button onto our minds.

Many people have told us anecdotally how the 
advert jumps into their mind as they see their 
own finger heading towards the button on their 
washing machine. Bad news for dirty school 
uniforms. Good news for fire safety.

1.
Find the action ‘tipping point’

2.
Make the desired action the hero

3.
Help people take action

Asking people to quit smoking is a specific 
request — but as any smoker will tell you— it’s 
also a massive request. In our work for the Public 
Health Agency Northern Ireland we revisited the 
question of ‘what do we want people to do’ and 
decided there was a more focused muscle that 
we could ask people to move. Instead of asking 
them to quit, we asked them to quit for 28 days. 
Research showed that people were five times 
more likely to stay quit in the long-term if they 
passed this 28 day tipping point.

If your social issue marketing brief isn’t clear 
on what muscle you want people to move—you 
shouldn’t be surprised if people see your daring, 
complex, genuis marketing and find themseves 
asking the same question.

Here at Leith we’ve worked on a wide range of 
Government social issue marketing campaigns: 
drugs, fires, smoking, cancer, organ donation and 
drink driving—to name but a few!

Almost all of of these have involved changing 
behaviour rather than simply raising awareness. 
Based on this experience, here are a few thoughts 
for how to make that leap.

Because I had no sense of what to do — or indeed 
if there was anything I could do to help reduce 
domestic violence.

This put me in mind of my all-time favourite 
marketing quotes. In an interview on what 
makes effective Government behaviour change 
campaigns, Mark Lund (then Chief Executive  
of the COI) said:

(Ask yourself):
“what exactly is it that we
want people to do?”.

Almost to the point of “which 
muscle we want them to move?”.
Because it isn’t about attitude.

It’s about someone actually, 
physically doing something.
And the more simple you can 
make the ask in terms of what 
you actually want them to stop 
doing, or start doing, or change 
doing, the more likely you are
to succeed.

DECIDING   
WHICH MUSCLE 

TO MOVE



FIGHT
THE

FLAB

On December 8th, 1978 the film director Michael 
Cimino, who cut his teeth with the Mad Men of 
Madison Avenue, shared his masterpiece The Deer 
Hunter with the world. Featuring a tour de force 
performance from a pre-Focker Robert de Niro as 
a scarred Vietnam veteran, the film went on to win 
5 Oscars including best picture and director.

In 1980, the same director premièred his much 
anticipated follow up to The Deer Hunter. 
Clocking in at a podgy 219 minutes, Heaven’s 
Gate is regarded as being one of the biggest 
commercial turkeys of all time. It was not a bad 
film, but it was one weaned on vast quantities  
of full cream indulgence.

As winter thankfully recedes in the rear view 
mirror and spring makes its presence felt, the 
screens we study with such dependence will soon 
be full of new offerings from brands encouraging 
us to leave hibernation mode and poke our noses 
out into the brightening world to spend again.

Judging by what we saw at Christmas, many 
of these spring lambs will have some serious 
flab issues. According to YouTube, the ads at 
Christmas were 57% longer than those over the 
same period in 2013—the focus of an interesting 
piece by Eliza Williams at Creative Review,  
‘Are Ads Getting Too Long?’

Just a thought at this juncture—this business is 
called marketing, not navel gazing. That means 
taking off our rose tinted specs, whittling down 
the briefs we get to the bare and important bones, 
and kicking indulgence into touch to focus on 
creating sharp and memorable content that stops 
people in their tracks.

Here at Leith we use a method called Leithal 
Thinking that ruthlessly distils down the briefs 
we get, the work we review and the content that 
we produce—I’m sure others have their own 
ways and means. Yes, sometimes this results 
in an effective “epic” but at its heart it needs a 
single-minded clarity of thought not indulgent 
layers of flab disguising a weak frame.

One of the great challenges used to be telling 
a story in 30 seconds or less. It feels like a 
discipline currently under siege but at its heart  
is a principle that is timeless.

 
It’ll be interesting to see whether the next month 
or so offers up more Heaven’s Gates than Deer 
Hunters.

I’ll be back when it’s over with the mint sauce.

Ed Brooke, Head of 
The Leith Agency, 
on why often 
saying less is best. 

THE INDULGENCE OF
MODERN ADVERTISING
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Why?
David v Goliath.

Gen Z’s 7 second attention span.

“Less is more”

Punk v Prog Rock.

The size of screens.

Vine.

GIFs.

“I didn’t have time to write you a short letter  
so I wrote you a long one.” Mark Twain etc.

LEITH WELCOMES

TO BOLD ON  
THE BARGE  

MAY 7TH 2015



BOLD IS 
NOT GIVING 
PEOPLE  
 WHAT THEY  
 WANT, BUT  
 WHAT THEY 
NEED.

BOLD MAKES THE FAMILIAR DIFFERENT. 

BOLD NEVER STOPS REACHING. 

BOLD SETS ITS OWN PARADIGMS. 

BOLD DOESN’T BULLSHIT. 

BOLD DOESN’T TRY TOO HARD. 

BOLD IS SOMETIMES SAYING IT STRAIGHT. 

BOLD IS OCCASIONALLY TURNING OFF YOUR COMPUTER. 

BOLD IS DISTILLING. NOT DILUTING.  

BOLD IS NOT CRAMMING IT ALL IN. 

BOLD REALISES THAT NOBODY CARES.

THEN MAKES THEM. 

BOLD IS NEVER OLD. 

BOLD WORKS.



TALKING TO 
GENERATION ‘ME’

HOW DO YOU ADVERTISE 
TO MILLENNIALS IF  

ALL THEY CARE ABOUT  
IS THEMSELVES?

Glastonbury 2013. Nile Rodgers and Chic invite 
dozens of non-musicians to dance onstage in 
front of tens of thousands of fans. Quite literally 
“Good Times”. An era-defining cultural moment 
is about to unfold.

As disco’s greatest band close a triumphant 
evening of party tunes, all eyes are drawn to one 
individual on stage. Nile Rodgers? Try again. 
One of the non-musicians dancing awkwardly? 
There are plenty of them, but nope.

Instead, it’s impossible not to fixate on a young 
man, baseball cap backwards, who sees fit to 

experience the entirety of this once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity through his iPad screen. The camera 
mercifully pans to bassist Jerry Barnes, whose 
euphoric funk face and slap bass solo restore  
a little faith in humankind.

He may not have realised it at the time,  
but the young chap dubbed the “bell end  
with the iPad” in the YouTube comments  
section is the embodiment of an entire age.  
A bona fide Zeitgeist figure. Simply being  
‘in the moment’ isn’t enough now. For those 
like young Mr. iPad, it’s about ‘being captured 
being in the moment’. As Guy Abrahams of 
ZenithOptimedia notes, “For a Millennial,  
if you haven’t taken a photo [of it], it probably 
hasn’t happened.”

We witness this view-it-through-a-screen-
instead-of-viewing-the-real-thing pseudo 
experience almost everywhere now. Camera 
phones dominate gigs and stalk Premier League 
footballers taking corners. Did anyone actually 
watch the fireworks for real at Edinburgh’s 
Hogmanay?

eightytwenty and the Immigrant Council of Ireland used 
Tinder as the platform for their sex trafficking campaign. 
Relevant, inventive, effective.

The fundamental purpose of advertising will 
always remain constant; engage an audience and 
effectively communicate an idea. As consumers’ 
behaviour continues to evolve alongside 
technology (or devolve, depending on how you 
view it), it’s up to us to anticipate this change and 
be ‘First!’ by developing alongside it.

With wearables and virtual reality headsets 
becoming a mainstream reality, and with the 
frankly terrifying Microsoft HoloLens set to 
launch as soon as 2016, things are only going  
to escalate. And it’s happening fast. Zombie-like 
figures, transfixed on their screens, walk into 
each other and under oncoming buses, whilst 
selfie-stick jousts blight historical landmarks  
as frenzied tourists jostle for position.

Even our most sacred and intimate experiences 
are not spared. Robbie Williams recently elected 
to live-blog the birth of his second child to 
fans rather than simply savour the moment. 
Meanwhile a new app, Bonke, allows users to 
track decibels, times and thrusts during sex and 
pit the results against their friends. Jesus wept.

Mollycoddled by ‘helicopter parents’ hovering 
nearby and rewarded for trivial accomplishments 
(including mere participation), these ‘achievements’ 
have left ‘Generation Why?’ with delusional 
self-confidence to the point of cockiness. 
Furthermore, just 16% agree with the statement 
“most people can be trusted”. They especially 
don’t trust advertisers, established brands or 
institutions such as the news media.

How on earth, then, is it possible to create content 
that effectively reaches and engages with this 
sceptical, swollen-headed and attention deficit 
“Me Me Me Generation”, who obsess over 
extrinsic values such as fame and their  
own image?

This prolific narcissistic broadcasting and 
insatiable hunger for peer affirmation is the 
addiction of our time. Smartphones have replaced 
cigarettes as the new social crutch. Dopamine 
is the new nicotine. Forget “You’re never alone 
with a Strand” and think, “you’re never alone 
with a phone”.

Individuals of all ages have become guilty of this, 
but it is Millennials, by far the most competitive 
of all generations, who particularly epitomise 
this state of affairs. Narcissistic Personality 
Disorder is three times higher for 20-somethings 
compared to some other age brackets whilst 92% 
of Millennials believe their company is lucky to 
have them.

The answer is straightforward. 
Make them the content.

Indeed Pauli Kopu, Creative Director of 
KLOK, tells us to forget all about broadcasting. 
Personalisation and involvement are the future. 
Take the ‘Share a Coke’ campaign. By sharing 
photos online of themselves with their personally 
named bottles, Coke’s customers acted as free 
brand ambassadors and generated almost a billion 
impressions on Twitter alone. One seventh of the 
world’s population reached for nowt. Not bad.

Visit Scotland’s use of the #BrilliantMoments 
hashtag on Twitter is nothing short of genius. 
Why design your own content when customers 
can compete against each other to create it for 
you? Who could resist the chance of a Retweet 
from an account with a blue tick and 100k+ 
followers?

Meanwhile, Nike recently turned their data  
on 100,000 FuelBand-wearing runners into 
personalised videos in a campaign named  
“Our Year”. By gamifying the experience and 
adding a bespoke element, R/GA New York  
and Nike tapped into the reality that customers 
are more likely to engage with and share content 
that features ‘me’.

And finally, how about last year’s Ice Bucket 
Challenge, which raised over $100 million for 
ALS-related charities? The fact that only one in 
ten UK participants donated to charity (and that 
many celebrities made no mention of the cause  
in their videos) would suggest that a self-involved 
element and a desire to outdo others contributed 
to the campaign’s huge success.

Narcissistic or not, anything that generates 
awareness and funds for causes such as ALS,  
a cause close to my heart, is absolutely 
worthwhile in my book.

Almost gone are the days of chucking the entire 
ad budget at traditional media; integrated efforts 
including viral technology experiments, PR stunts 
and happenings, guerilla marketing and even 
meta ads all make up today’s most effective and 
creatively awarded work.

So, alarming as this connected world is—a world 
in which 20-somethings can spend fifteen hours 
a day refreshing celebrities’ social accounts in 
an effort to be ‘First!’ and where people call the 
emergency services because Facebook is down 
—it does present unprecedented, exciting and 
almost endless opportunities for communication.

Och aye...

George Gunn, 
Social Media 
Planner at  
The Leith Agency, 
on the changing 
behaviour of 
Millennial 
consumers and 
how to make  
them listen.

I had ideas for a novel once 
called “The Boomerang 
Generation” (so-called as UK 
Millennials either move back 
home with their parents or 
emigrate to Australia). In true 
Millennial style, I got side-
tracked and abandoned it.
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Brian Coane, 
Partner at The 
Leith Agency 
considers what 
selling Scotland 
tells us about 
whether the heart 
or the head is most 
influential when it 
comes to nation 
branding.

HOW DO 
YOU SELL 
A NATION 
BRAND?

Scotland with traditional icons—castles, tartan, 
misty glens and kilts? Or should Scotland’s best 
foot forward be its modern strengths—bionics, 
renewable energy and world-class academia?

SHORTBREAD OR SILICON CHIPS?
There’s no arguing that brand Scotland has many 
traditional strengths. The challenge is that as a 
nation brand—the concept developed by Simon 
Anholt which has encouraged policy makers  
and marketers to think of national identities as 
products in the global supermarket—Scotland is 
a bit soft. Not the sort of thing that our English 
neighbours might like to suggest to a proud Scot, 
but a conclusion that comes from the Anholt— 
GFK Roper Nation Brands Index.

In the latest survey, of approximately 20,000 
people across a panel of 20 countries, Scotland 
was ranked 17th, level pegging and sometimes 
ahead of other similar small, high-income 
countries. In terms of the absolute score, 
Scotland’s reputation has improved in each  
of the six dimensions compared to 2012.

Josh Chin, Face flag via Flickr

WELCOME TO  
SCOTLAND

FÀILTE GU ALBA

Red Hot Chilli Pipers
Forth Rail Bridge

Fife

SIR27660 EDI_804 3025x4150 LHW 20%.indd   1 18/12/2014   14:48

The launch of the latest campaign to promote 
Scotland as a great place to visit, live, study 
and work provoked a little bit of controversy 
recently. As the Herald reported, for some the 
imagery relied too much on the traditions  
of kilts and bagpipes. It was, they said, 
playing it safe.

It’s not the first time round for this debate. 
Having worked over the last ten years at  
The Leith Agency promoting brand Scotland 
it’s a familiar argument. Should you promote 

When it comes to places, our decision-making  
is not straight line. We should aim to combine the 
emotional and the rational. We can’t change the 
fact that Scotland’s strongest levers just happen 
to be emotional. Many nations would be very 
grateful for these. Mexico is burdened with an 
identity that has strong negative stereotypes. 
In movies Mexicans are often gardeners and 
drug-dealers; pop culture caricatures them as 
lazy, dimwitted and drunk, the analysis for the 
Mexican Ambassador concluded. That’s a tough 
start point for developing a more competitive 
identity.

The problem with national identities is that there 
is a tendency to oversimplify them. We shouldn’t 
find this surprising, our brains specialise in short 
cuts to minimise the effort we need to put in to 
thinking. When it comes to identities this leads  
to stereotypes. The stereotypes that people apply 
to Scotland tend to be on the emotional side.  
This can become a problem if in simplifying  
they lose the more rational dimensions, of how 
competent we are at certain things.

We shouldn’t forget that for Scotland we are 
working with a strong start point. In building 
brand Scotland we should not underestimate 
the strength of its emotional appeal. Since 2010 
research has been done by the UK Government 
to measure well-being, often referred to in the 
media as ‘Cameron’s happiness index’. There 
have been three rounds of the survey, with 
165,000 people interviewed in each wave across 
the UK. What it consistently shows is that people 
living in the more rural areas of Scotland (and 
indeed the UK) have higher levels of well-being.
 
For a leading scientist the idea that you can find 
happiness in the rural beauty of Scotland but be a 
world away from the smog of urban sprawl might 
just make it the most appealing place to be of all.

Sir Philip Cohen, a leading research and academic 
who has been a central figure in attracting some 
of the world’s best scientists to Dundee would 
probably agree. His secret weapon when it comes 
to recruitment is wild mushrooms:

But these strengths came from the softer 
dimensions. That’s to say Scotland is highly 
regarded for its tourism, its people and its 
governance. The downside is that it’s less well 
regarded for the harder dimensions, like exports, 
that would seem to be important in making 
business decisions.

So it follows that we should focus on 
strengthening those harder dimensions to make 
Scotland more competitive in the race for the 
most appealing national identity. To encourage  
a reappraisal of Scotland we should highlight  
the things that it has to offer that might make  
an international audience think differently.

When you look around the world there are  
other examples that support this approach.  
Work commissioned by the Mexican Ambassador 
to the USA to tackle the stereotyping of Mexicans 
by a powerful neighbour (not an unfamiliar 
situation) concluded:

i-limb Touch Bionics featured outside the 
Glasgow Science Centre

The problem with applying this approach to 
Scotland is that it tends to lead to a desire to 
communicate hard facts and while, to paraphrase 
Bill Bernbach, that makes logical sense there’s 
no guarantee that it will work. Emotions count 
for more than we think when it comes to country 
choices. Even for the non-tourism realms of 
business, trade and academic study.

People rarely make purely rational decisions 
when it comes to any issue, let alone a big thing 
like a nation. Research by Daniel Kahneman 
shows that human decision making is driven  
by quirks, logical inconsistencies and flaws  
in cognitive processing. Messy decisions are  
the rule rather than the exception. He writes,  
in Thinking Fast and Slow “we respond to  
the world in ways that we’re not conscious  
of, that we don’t control.”

SO WHAT DOES ATTRACT PEOPLE  
TO A PLACE?
If we don’t make purely logical decisions then  
we need to think more broadly about what  
makes a nation or place attractive. The debate  
of traditional versus modern doesn’t take us far 
enough. Instead of viewing emotional versus 
rational as a binary choice we need to understand 
how they work together for nation branding.

A report by think tank Demos ‘The Place Race’ 
back in 2006 looking at what attracts talent to 
Scottish cities concluded that the decisions people 
make about their mobility are not always rational. 
They are heavily influenced by their networks 
—professional, personal, family ties and life 
stage. They also highlighted the work done by 
Richard Florida that emphasised the importance 
of ‘cultural cosmopolitanism’, the existence of 
diverse, eclectic and individual neighbourhoods, 
in attracting talented people.

Burns Baby Burns. Celebrating one of Scotland’s 
traditional icons with a Rock n’Roll twist.

“ To change a country’s 
reputation, one must change 
the available images of that 
country. Only then will 
existing stereotypes begin to be 
displaced. If none of the images 
fits the stereotype, then the 
credibility of the stereotype will 
be questioned and substituted 
for a more appropriate one”.

“  Hunting for mushrooms is a 
popular hobby in many parts  
of Europe, and I’ve recruited 
key people here because I’ll 
show them where they can find 
the best edible mushrooms.  
It’s one way that I recruit  
people—I find out what their 
hobbies are and I take them out 
to experience them and show 
them the amazing places that 
are so accessible from the city.”
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BRAND LOVE IS...
KNOWING YOUR BOUNDARIES.
Aaaah Innocent Smoothies. Being a writer,  
it was love at first sight for me. Drinks packaging 
that talked to you about silly stuff—by turns 
playful, friendly and, sometimes, downright 
surreal. It was a bit of a game-changer in the dirty 
no-nonsense world of retail where the tone was 
resolutely shouty, all roundels, starbursts (the 
graphic device, not the juicy chew) and financial 
incentives.

But soon, everyone was at it. Talking to you 
about dog hair and lost socks. A tsunami of quirk. 
Very quickly, that overfamiliarity became grating. 
And so commonplace it merited its own category 
in the taxonomy of comms: wackaging.  

Shampoo that babbles needlessly? Sauce that 
tells you what it likes to do at weekends? Salad 
that gushes about its dressing preferences. It’s all 
out there. There’s even a brilliant tumblr site for 
those of us who despise the stuff. Despise is a bit 
harsh, but you do yearn for a return to the days 
when packaging didn’t try to talk you into dinner 
and a movie and just played it straight. Like this.

BRAND LOVE IS...
NOT BEING EMOTIONALLY 
EXPLOITATIVE.
Similar to knowing your boundaries really.  
But for me this makes the sins of wackaging  
look like mere peccadillos. Adverts are no 
stranger to emotions—some of the best ads  
ever made manipulate the emotions.  
Sometimes entirely justifiably, for example  
when it’s communicating a serious health 
message like the one we did for anti-smoking 
some years ago. Powerful stuff to make  
a powerful point.

Again, the trouble arises, to my mind, when 
brands grandly lay claim to the role of emotional 
conduit without which intimate moments 
wouldn’t be possible.

Or sometimes, when brand presence is or 
seems wholly inappropriate, like a clown 
honking mournfully at a funeral, albeit with 
good intentions. Sainsbury’s fell foul of such 
accusations with this beautiful spot for Christmas 
last year.

For me, it’s a wondrous thing that would bring  
a tear to a glass eye. But then there’s a logo at the 
end. You feel cheated, nay almost sullied, when 
you discover it’s an advert. There’s a time and  
a place and all that. That said, 16 million people 
watched it on YouTube and Sainsbury’s is still 
with us, so what do I know.

BRAND LOVE IS...
BEING YOURSELF.
Finally no discussion of brand love/hate would be 
complete without a respectful nod to the masters 
of brand honesty, Marmite. In short, don’t try and 
snog an audience that wouldn’t go near you with 
a barge pole. Play on it instead. Love it or hate it 
you have to admire it.

BRANDS -  
A LOVE
STORY

Leith copywriter 
Colin Montgomery 
gets to the heart  
of falling in—and 
out of—love with 
brands.

Sorry, that came out all wrong; what I’m trying  
to say is “can there ever be a deep, real and 
mutual love twixt brands and consumers?”  
Well, what better place to start than at first  
base? Otherwise known as the initial attraction.  
Yes, it’s time to wheel out some pseudo-science 
to provide some understanding of why brand 
appreciation comes to us all as naturally as 
yawning, farting or laughing at kittens on the 
internet. A bit of Desmond Morris meets  
David Ogilvy.

Truth is we’re all hard-wired to ‘love’ brands,  
or at very least have a bit of a thing for them.  
The idea that we’re all tabula rasa before 
nefarious ad execs corrupt our brand-free 
innocence is poppycock. Before any philosophy 
students try to think me to death, this is no place 
for the wider discussion on nature v nurture. 
Let’s leave that beard-stroking for a sealed 
room nowhere near this article. All I’m saying 

I wanna know what love is.  
I want you to show me.
I wanna feel what love is.  
I know you can show me.

is that from the moment we came kicking and 
screaming into this world, we have expressed 
preferences one way or another. Status assertion 
and affirmation, groupthink, font and colour 
psychology, and so on and so on etc.  
That these impulses should be tapped into for 
commercial advantage is in itself not especially 
surprising —or even evil. At least, up until  
a certain point…

That point is when brands overstep the mark  
and interpret the affection felt for them to be 
a licence to stalk us with what has been rather 
clumsily described as ‘friendvertising’ (I’d call  
it ‘annoyingtwatising’ but then that’s just me).

The professional explanation would be that it’s 
when brands pretend to cosy up to us and abuse 
the privilege we afford them of letting them into 
our lives. They mistake presumptuousness for 
responsiveness. And that’s when the love dies.
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